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Chapter 1 Introduction  
 

Research Objectives 
 

Don’t Touch is a mobile casual game, the main platform is Android OS, which 

needs to be running at least Android 4.0.3 ‘Ice Cream Sandwich’, and able to 

download and play games.  

As an offline game, Don’t Touch does not need networking, or require a 

dedicated server to load the game. The game is designed to be simple and 

fun, playable anytime and anyplace, in order to adapt the intense pace of 

modern life. 

The game itself is intuitive, the main challenge in this game is to avoid 

touching certain items while the game keeps adding more items. The player 

needs to touch every item apart from the forbidden items, all the while keeping 

in mind that there is a strict time limit. 

Don’t Touch uses Androids default file systems, .APK’s format, Compared to 

other gaming systems JAVA, JAD, MRP, SIS, API etc. The Android operating 

system is based on Linux’s open source operating system, this avoids any 

potential patenting barriers in the development of applications.  

Due to the unrestrictive nature of Android, many companies provide a variety 

of phone products with varied prices. Consumers are able to spend less to get 

a capable Android device. Meaning that regardless of the device price, most 

Android devices will run applications. 
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Data Collection- Mobile games VS other Digital Games 

 
According to the International Data 

Corporation (IDC), Android 

dominated the worldwide 

smartphone market with an 82.8% 

share in 2015. Meaning using the 

Android platform can directly 

expand a developer’s potential 

user group. 

In addition, as a beginner designer, with little experience, it can more 

beneficial to begin working with Android instead of iOS. The Android platform 

provides a very broad, free environment for third-party developers. There are 

less various restrictions compared to Apple’s strict requirements such as 

licences needed, and adhering to very specific UI system. 

In the last 20 years, the capabilities of mobile devices has vastly improved, 

and at a rapid rate. With that so has the development speed of mobile games 

and applications altogether. A large number of very distinct mobile game 

genres have flourished with the expansion of technology. Especially now that 

in the era of large screen, touch smartphones, old mobile games like Tetris or 

Snake that accompanied us for a long time are no longer favoured. Modern 

games are more ambitious, with greater graphical quality, more complicated 

stories, which could only be achieved on computers or game consoles in the 

past now can be realised on smartphones. 

Statistics from Statista shows that 

smartphone users have reached over 2.08 

billion in 2016, the world’s population is 

approximately 7.3 billion, meaning one in 

every 2.8 people use smartphones. The 

numbers show potentially huge user bases of mobile games, making mobile 

gaming the largest gaming market compared to other gaming platforms, such 

as PlayStation, Xbox and dedicated handheld gaming devices e.g. PSP, DS. 
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This graph shows the rise of mobile 

users through the years. Compared to 

other games, mobile game players have 

no prominent attributes in terms of age 

and gender. Women and the elderly, 

those groups that are rarely associated 

with gaming, are willing to play mobile 

games to fill leisure time. It is very 

important to take note of their needs when developing mobile applications. 

Smartphone players are more inclined to use fragments of time to play a 

simple and pleasant game to pass time. They would rather not invest a large 

amount of time, or have very challenging experiences. The expectation from 

these players is to relax, play leisurely and unwind. 

Smartphones have smaller screens, fewer input options, and lower memory 

compared to other gaming devices, therefore, before designing a game, the 

designer needs to consider the complexity of the scene and functionally of 

their game. A good mobile game will be adapted to the screen size, occupy 

less memory, have an interesting concept, be entertaining through its 

interactions, and built for the general public. 

A mobile games life span usually lasts less than 6 months, apart from 

understanding the user’s needs, and developing a popular product, it’s also a 

challenge to keep players engaged, maintaining current players can be a 

more pressing issue than on boarding new users. 

 

Mobile Game Profit Methods 
 
There are three main payment methods in smartphone applications, paid 

downloads, advertising, and IAP (In App Purchases). Don’t Touch will use 

advertising to achieve profitability, without being too obtrusive and affecting 

the user experience negatively, designing the advertisements to ensure they 

don’t becoming annoying. The reasons for including advertisements is due to 

mobile gaming being prominently free, advertising adds an alternative revenue 
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stream for game developers, not only does it bring income, but will also 

expand brand influence. 

 

Conclusion: How to Build a Successful Smartphone Game. 
 
Don’t touch has been created for the general public, different classes and 

educational levels of the public, even branching across gender and age. Most 

consumers will not spend time to learn a complex game. In order to reduce 

the requirements of the player, Don’t Touch allows players to maintain a single 

handed operation which has an advantage in the mobile market. 

A large number of mobile users spend their spare time on smartphones. 

Mobile analytics firm Flurry which sourced data from 60,000 mobile devices 

worldwide in January 2014, shows the average Android user spends 37 

minutes a day playing games. Meaning the games progression can’t be too 

slow, the game can’t require a large time investment. Games should be simple 

and give a sense of achievement in a short amount of time as possible. The 

main goal is to pass time enjoyably. 

 

Don’t Touch uses feedback loops to reward players, ‘A feedback loop is a 

term to refer to a situation where part of the output of a situation is used for 

new input’. (Financial Times) Each level takes on average 10 seconds, 

allowing players get quick results, limiting the time helps with this, also 

increasing players urgency, forgetting the repetitive nature of the game.  
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Chapter 2 Motivation 
 

Mobile Game Market Research 
 
These are some of the games that I studied while developing Don’t Touch. By 

researching these games, it helped me identify what elements are required to 

make a good game. 

 

 

A creative and original idea is very important, as this will be the core of my 

game. Whether a unique design, creative gameplay, or interesting audio will 

leave a deep impression on people. In each case the game mechanics are 

simple, minimising the input methods, following simple rules and systems 

which are immediately approachable e.g. Fruit Ninja, playing is simple but 

achieving a high score is challenging, which stimulates the players ambition. 

Although people spend a small amount of times using mobile games, they are 

highly captivating in their execution, they have clear and understandable 

objectives. And they make use of Social Media, by allowing you to play with 

friends, or inviting new players. 
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Flappy Bird 
 
Flappy Bird had a large impact during the development of Don’t Touch. From 

this game, we can see how the simple mechanics yield great possibilities. 

 

Many believe that Flappy Birds success is coincidental. Including the 

developer, Dong Nguyen. However I believe the games victory is that it 

follows player’s psychological needs, which is the intention in Don’t Touch. 

 

Flappy Bird has a unique look compared with other popular games that I 

researched, retro pixel graphics are used, reminiscent of early 90’s games. 

Don’t Touch uses the same concept, the graphics in 

Don’t Touch will be rough and childlike. It captures a 

different feeling from what the audience is 

acquainted with. 

 

Regarding the gameplay design, games will usually have a difficulty curve, but 

in Flappy Bird, the difficulty level remains consistent. But because of the 

simplicity of single-handed operation and the sense of gravity, the game is 

easily understood, so users will have some cognitive bias, underestimating the 

difficulty of the game, and end up needing to spend more effort than originally 

intended. This increases the desire to progress, and stimulates the users 

desire for completing the challenge. Which closely resemble the concepts 

within Don’t Touch. 

 

Flappy Bird was more than just a successful 

game, it became a social phenomenon. The 

game uses the advantages of mobile perfectly, 

which is to integrate socially. If players like this 

game, they will be willing to share with others. 

As an independent game like Flappy Bird, I 

learned a lot from its success. When players 

have a fresh gameplay experience, they are 

more willing to spread the word, which is 
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instrumental to success for mobile games. 

 

 

Why I Want to Study This Topic 
 

The reason why I wanted to study commercial mobile game design, was 

because there is ample room for innovation. 

Mobile gaming is becoming more of a trend than ever before, integrated into 

our lives daily, more players migrate to mobile devices as the portability of 

smartphones is adapted to the fast pace of modern society. The usage of a 

phone has become more prominent, many popular web games have made the 

switch to mobile versions. And mobile game prices are always relatively low. 

 

The popularity of the smartphone, and its built in social features, makes 

mobile game promotion simple. As an independent developer, my work will be 

more likely to reach more users. And it is easier to accomplish a small 2D 

game than a fully built multiple gigabyte console or PC game, I can spend less 

time creating it, need a lower financial investment, and have lower risk with 

potentially large profits.  

 

To summarise my understanding of mobile gaming, it’s a focus on ideas over 

execution, it is more about how to ‘present a pick-up-and-play experience that 

people from almost any age group or skill level could enjoy’ (Emma Boyes 

2008). 
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Chapter 3 Methodology: 
 

Concept Development  
 
In the current competitive market environment, only fresh, previously unknown 

or conventional methods of play can achieve profitability in the mobile app 

space. As Don’t Touch differs from other mobile games, it has a higher 

chance to spread via word of mouth, helping it become more wide spread 

through social networking channels. 

When the initial concept of Don’t Touch was created, it was because as a 

child I would always want to touch things that I wasn’t allowed to, even now, if 

my mother were to tell me not to touch her lipstick, I wouldn’t be able to help 

myself from touching it. I believe that most children will have similar 

experiences to mine, being told by adults what to touch and what not to, 

sometimes even using harsh language to prevent the child’s inappropriate 

touches. 

Most children have a greater interest and curiosity to touch things that they 

have been told not to, therefore, there is a greater possibility that children will 

eventually end up touching. 

In psychology this is referred to as the ‘Forbidden Fruit’ effect or the ‘Paradox 

of Temptation.’ In the Bible Genesis 3:3, God said to Adam and Eve, ‘You 

must not eat fruit from the tree that is in the middle of the garden, and you 

must not touch it, or you will die’. But in the end, Adam and Eve couldn't hold 

back their curiosity, eventually eating the forbidden fruit. 

Most of the time, the forbidden fruit effect is associated with reverse 

psychology, the sense of independence and self-awareness is in human 

nature, causing the willing to rid of the shackles imposed by others, an act of 

defiance. 

Don’t Touch arouses people’s childhood feelings that have been suppressed 

when reaching adulthood, which creates a unique gameplay method. It aims 

to use player’s psychological weakness to impact on their cognitive abilities, 
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emotion and willpower behaviours, making them fall into a specifically 

designed trap. 

Although the game is simple, the question and level arrangement can cause 

confusion. This is because questions in each level are linked together, but the 

difference between each level will create a false impression to lure players 

into making the wrong decision. 

 

Similarity in shapes, colours, in letters or numbers, in pronunciation 

 

Stroop effect, some equally dangerous objects. 
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Although Don’t Touch is essentially a quiz game that requires very little 

knowledge from the player, and is simple to play. The time allotted for each 

question is very narrow, and some questions are extremely difficult. Players 

need to maintain a high level of concentration and attention, hold good 

observational details, and also remain calm. 

There are two failure states. One where the player has 

touched the object. Most people are too nervous to read 

questions carefully when they are under pressure, in that 

case they will inevitably make an incorrect choice. The 

other state is the user running out of time, if players take 

too long to consider their answers. 

 

Concept Implementation 
 
I set out to achieve a number of things in this project, which was quite 

challenging with my current skill level and what I’d be able to implement in the 

time given for this project. I decided to use a ‘Goal Decomposition’ method to 

break down my work, starting with smaller goals, working on them each day, 

which would then contribute to the larger goal of completing the project. 

Google Doc -Used to outline what I expected from the project and an overview 

of how I would achieve my expectations. 

 

Online Blog -Update progress, record 

of my work that was made publicly, 

encouraging help and advice. 

 

Trello Board - Setting up tasks and 

deadlines  
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Design principles  
 

User Interface 

 

There is only one button to 

begin, the screen has a light 

feeling, emphasising hands. 

When the player enters the 

game, to begin with they only 

have one button to begin the 

game, which helps navigate 

them to the gameplay quickly 

Graphical production 

 
Since I have little background in art, I decided to create my own assets to 

direct the style. I illustrated by hand using a graphics tablet in Photoshop. The 

graphical style came out clumsily, but the style ended up creating a unique 

style, making it distinguishable among other products. 

The illustration is rather subjective, direct, not bothered with details, the 

outlines not very clear, and colouring is not fully painted. I tried being aware of 

conformity in the colour scheme, mostly using bright, positive, highly saturated 

and primary colour purity to give a sunny, welcoming feeling.  

Originally I made my own pencil brushes and erasers, after testing I found it 

unnecessary as the pressure and flow of the brushes were not as 

good as the default pencil settings in Photoshop. 

 

To increase the feeling of happiness, I tried to enhance the 

humour in each image by exaggerating some facial 

expressions,  
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Using comparisons,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awful similarity to bring more fun to people.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reason behind this is that I was aiming for an imperfect, childlike drawing 

style, which weakens people's alienation towards digital products. By 

eliminating the digital features and using a natural drawing technique not often 

seen in digital products would help draw in the players, giving a sense of 

ease, thus diminishing their abilities to maintain focus on the task at hand. 

This style will indirectly impact on the players mind and behaviour, inducing 

people to act in accordance with the games suggestion. 
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Logo Design 

 

The forbidden sign here is consistent with the games 

principles, coupled with an outstretched hand, which 

arouses interest. The watch included gives a stronger 

sense of identity to players, adult features like this will give 

a sense of control and power, however, a mature man’s 

hand crossing over the forbidden line shows conflict, attracting 

more to the allure of the forbidden. the watch design suggests the importance 

of time in the game. 

 

Design Changes 

In previous iterations of the game, Don’t touch was more like a card game, the 

visuals were less involved in order to help concentration and increase 

accessibility, but it made game look and feel monotonous, especially with the 

backdrop images being static. Also if the player failed, they would need to 

restart the game from the first level each time. Even though there was a 

function to record the highest score achieved to help motivate people. But 

overall constantly restarting was more likely to harm the player’s confidence in 

their ability and ultimately, lose interest. It wasn’t an ideal way to play the 

game.  
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According to my research regarding other popular games in the market, I 

decided to change the play method from a single continuous level to a multiple 

level design, which gives players a stronger sense of accomplishment. Adding 

a level select screen showing puzzles as you unlock them makes the game 

more coherent, players will be more willing to spend time in game. 

 

Soundtrack 

Got sound from open source 

Safe and comfortable warm environment, relaxing. 

Animation 

Small animation, support sound effect, increase the dynamic sense in the 

game, it cannot being too distracting. 

 

 

 

Commercial Advertisement 

Speaking to the profit model, Don’t Touch will 

implement advertisement the following pictures 

shows the huge advertising potential. 

Don’t Touch is a good platform to promote a 

product. After each failure, it has the ability to 

display an advert to the player. 
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Creating an Addictive Game 
Although mobile games have many advantages compared with traditional 

console games, the simplicity of the experiences in mobile games also hinders 

the depth and variety. Mobile game players don't feel a sense of loyalty to a 

large part of their games library, in the beginning players flock to a game when 

it’s a fresh new experience, quickly they will feel uninspired and uninstall the 

game, looking at the next release in an ever growing environment. As this 

cycle repeats, we need to research player retention.  

Difficulty is a primary consideration, in Don’t Touch, although the player only 

needs to avoid touching a specified object, the game holds a great degree of 

difficulty, as players need to complete 5 questions in a short amount of time.   

Challenge is a core concept in games, a game can be defined by its 

challenges, if too easy, players will feel bored. On the contrary, people will get 

frustrated.    

The answer is to meet a balance of these conditions, players will have a 

relatively high tolerance if they believe the experience is worth their time, if it is 

too difficult from the start, players get tired and feel metal fatigue begin to 

burden them, resulting in them not playing.  

In Don’t Touch, the difficulty is incrementally increased in each level, as 

players continue to win, the time given will decrease. Moreover, every time 
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players pass a level, they will unlock another. This pulls players into the 

Feedback Loop. 

Using instant gratification, players will allow themselves to maintain focus on 

the game, entering a state of hypnosis, keeping them from leaving. 

At the level select screen, you need to unlock another level to see the 

completed image, giving a very strong sense of accomplishment and 

progression. It adds another aspect to the challenge. This gives the game 

multiple aims, one to progress through the levels increasing their scores and 

participate in more challenging levels, another to uncover the complete image 

on the level select screen. 

 

 

Finally, if players are willing to spend time, through repeated practice, they 

become more familiar with the game, they will pass each level eventually, they 

experience a sense of improvement. Conversely, if the players stops playing, 

it will continue to intrigue them, because they know that if they were to 

persevere, they will be able to unlock the next stages. ‘The conditions required 

for flow to occur include lack of distractions and an activity paced precisely to 

match your skill, pushing you slightly above your capabilities. The level of 

difficulty has to be just at edge of capability’（Norman, 2004） 
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How to Gain Popularity 
 

The biggest advantage in Don’t Touch is its novelty and niche ideas that are 

rarely presented in this format, which is essential for independent games. 

After experiencing such an interesting concept, if it impresses them, they are 

more likely to talk about their experiences to their peers. Moreover, in this 

game, the principle is very clear, simple, and designed for the public, for a 

wide variety of audiences. It works through a large cross section of mobile 

users, from parents trying to entertain children to elderly looking for a 

challenge, school children trying to get further than their friends, and working 

professionals on their daily commutes. 

Chapter 4 Execution 
 

Design process 
 

In accordance to the concept of the game, and to carve its own corner in the 

market, I decided to use friendly, fun, cheeky, and honesty as core elements 

of the game design. 

I ensured that the image sizes that I was building in Photoshop all conformed 

to the same formatting and image quality, each image had to hold the same 

values, so that when they were imported into the Unity Project, each image 

was created equal holding the same standards. 

All of the colouring was done by hand, without using the Photoshop fill tool, so 

that the design holds a sense of weight, and gives a more dynamic, textured 

feel to the images, giving the impression of being more natural. 

All images were saved as PNG format retain the project file. PNG was also 

used as Unity is able to easily convert PNG files into sprites without adding 

any effort. 
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Design challenges 
 

Graphical Challenges 
 
I’ve never attempted a style similar to this in my previous projects, at first while 

finding my footing using a new style it was quite challenging and I didn’t feel 

comfortable with the quality of the images that I was producing. But after 

getting acquainted with the style by drawing simple images such as apples 

and oranges. As I get more familiar with drawing, I then began to draw more 

complex shapes and actions.  

Animation Challenges 
 
It’s always my intention to surprise people with my assets, so I planned on 

putting a lot of animations in the game, such as with the monkey vs money, 

originally the plan was to have the monkey running toward the money. 

However, due to time limitations and needing to prioritise other tasks, I wasn’t 

able to add custom animations for all the assets, so I compensated by using 

sound to immerse the players,  when an image is clicked, an accompanying 

sound will play. In Don’t Touch, all the assets will play a sound clip giving the 

players feedback on the actions that they’ve taken. 

Design Challenges 
 
One issue that hasn’t been fully addressed is the amount of play testing with 

other people, only a handful of friends have had the chance to play through 

the game, and while there was feedback that resulted from that, there are 

likely to be issues that I have not yet found myself. 

Also with my increasing level of comfort with using this style, in some cases 

the level of quality of the illustration is quite apparent, meaning that there are 

inconsistencies in certain aspects of the design. 

The idea of having the level select background not being visible to players 

until they’ve completed the levels is in theory an interesting aspect of the 

game, however I don’t believe that the image itself is interesting enough to 

warrant the player investing their time in the game to progress for the sake of 

unlocking the whole image 
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The required knowledge of the player should not be more than common 

sense. But in order to create challenge I believe that some of the questions 

may not be easily understandable, such as ‘Rabbit Robert & Robot Rabbit’.  

Programming Aims 
 
All of the gameplay aspects of Don’t Touch were written in C# which is the 

default language that Unity uses. I needed to program a system where in a 

single scene there would be a random question out of a pool of question, then 

I would need to assign the correct answers to those questions to certain game 

objects that would have images on them that correspond to the questions.  

 

Answering the question correctly would switch the scene to the next question, 

while answering a question incorrectly would result in one of two things, either 

the player answered the question wrong, or the player ran out of time. There 

were separate lose screens for both of these conditions so the player would 

know the reason that they lost the level. 

 

Also I programmed a level unlocking system where when the game is loaded, 

only the first level is available to play, and the only way to open the next level 

is to complete the final level of the previous level, also setting the players 

score is done on the level select menu, I achieved this by using a star system 

seen in many other mobile games where your performance on the level would 

unlock a certain amount of stars, so having only partially completed a level will 

award you only one or two starts, where completing the level will award a full 3 

stars.  

 

There are also cases where a sprite will change texture based on if it’s been 

clicked or not, this was also done through script to switch the sprite when it’s 

been clicked. 

 

The music player is also coded and attached to a game object, a feature of 

Unity is that game objects will be deleted when a new scene loads, so I 

needed to code in the ability for the game object that holds the music player to 

persist through different scenes. 
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Programming Execution 
 
Each level has a script that will 

find a question that has not yet 

been answered and then set it to 

a game object, then if the user 

chooses the correct answer it 

will assign their score which is 

an integer set at the beginning of 

each level which will then 

determine how many stars will 

unlock and switch to the relevant 

scene, either the next level, or 

the lose screen. 

 

 

We know which answer is the correct one by 

having created a Boolean that can be set in the 

Unity editor, which can be set to isTrue. 

 

 

 

 

Setting the time was difficult as 

the player will lose when a timer 

reaches 0, however setting up a 

timer on a scene in unity will 

delete that timer when it 

switches over to the next scene, 

so setting up an individual timer 

for each scene in level 1 

wouldn’t be possible as a player 

may be entering level 1.2 with between 0-13 seconds remaining, so the timer 
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that’s in place uses the current time of the system and will stop when it’s 

reached a certain point.  

 

Then in each level of the game 

calls are made to this script to start it, and set the time. So in level 1 we set 

the amount of time that the player has to complete the level. 

 

Then in each of the level 1 

scenes we run script that 

references the countdown script 

and if the timer reaches zero it will switch the scene to the lose scene. To stop 

the timer running, for example if the player finishes level 1 with 5 seconds left, 

all that needs to be done is to not run this block of code, so between level 1, 2, 

3 and so on we have the level selection screen that doesn’t contain the code, 

so the timer will stop when it reaches this scene. 
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The level selection screen and setting the stars is linked, I made a prefab for 

the button to make sure that all the buttons were uniform, the text inside the 

button is then given a number automatically,  

At the top of the ‘if’ statement we can see that if the level equals 1 then it will 

be unlocked, so when a player first loads a game the first level will be 

available. Each other level is locked until we call a script to unlock them, which 

is added to the final scene of each level. For example the score set for 

completing level 1.1 is set to 1 so it will set star1 to active, where the score set 

for level 1.5 is set to 10000 which sets star1, 2 and 3 to active. 

 

There is also a background sound 

that plays through the whole scene, I 

wasn’t able to simply add a sound to a 

game object because it would be 

deleted anytime that the scene 

changed, so I needed to add some 

code to it to make sure that the game object that was holding the sound 

wouldn’t be deleted when I switched between scenes, it also checks to see if 

there is already a sound playing and if there is, it deleted itself, making sure 

that the music doesn’t keep duplicating itself. 

 

There are also scripts that are added to 

some of the animations in the game, the 

animations themselves were built in the 

Unity editor, but in some cases I needed 

to add some script to get the results that 

I wanted.  
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With the clock that holds the 

time the clock hand on the 

inside will do 1 full rotation, to 

do this I needed to use the 

same method as I used on 

the music player, to not 

delete the game object 

otherwise when the player 

switching from level 1, 1.1, 1.2 and so on the animation would start again, so 

the clock hand which is a child of the clock game object would jump back to 

the start of the animation, so script was added to the clock game object to not 

be destroyed when scene is switched, unless the scene switches to the level 

select, then it will be destroyed. 

 

Also there are parts of the 

game where a sprite will 

switch to another sprite, such 

as in level 2 where when the player clicks on the plate the plate will crack, this 

was achieved by setting up a condition when the player touches the screen, I 

set 2 public variables, meaning that they can be changed in the Unity editor, 

so to begin with it will display the first sprite, then when the button is clicked it 

will switch to the second sprite. 

 

This is my second time working with Unity and C# after a 3D project that I 

made earlier in the year, some of the same code is used from the first project, 

such as the code for the scores and the switching of scenes, for the other 

code I would follow tutorials online and then when I found that I understood it 

enough I would adapt it to fit in with that I was trying to achieve with the 

project. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Discussion 
 

While Don’t Touch was in development, I had some friends play test the game 

for me, I had a lot of positive feedback, and also constructive feedback, it can 

be very addicting when you know that it’s quite a simple game to play but you 

fail in certain areas, it encourages you that winning is never far away, which 

allowed me to see the potential that the game concept held. It’s unfortunate 

that I wasn’t able to capture any footage of the play tests. 

I held very high expectations for this game. Originally I wanted to have it 

uploaded and downloadable from the Google Play store before the 

submission was due, but as it stands I don’t believe that there is enough 

content yet to justify a full release, so I chose to polish and improve the 

content that was included in order to produce a high enough level or 

completion before the submission, and then continuing to add and enrich the 

experience before I release it to the public. 

There are also a number of concepts that will be included which won’t be 

available for my final submission. For example, the game will include seasonal 

theme updates, so during holidays such as Halloween and Christmas, 

customer content will be released that references the time of year. Also now 

that the majority of the systems for the game are in place, I am able to quickly 

and easily add additional levels to the game, so regular question updates can 

be made. 

Although the game is not as completed as expected, I’m satisfied because I 

believe I have shown a comprehensive overview of the original concept, and 

this project was far more complex than I originally believed it would be. At first 

I thought the most challenging aspect of the project would be the design, and 

the asset creation, but after a few days, it became apparent that I was only 

able to create this game by continuously learning new programming skills to 

fully realise the ideas. I have encountered many unexpected issues during the 

time of process. 
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For instance, the size of the application is very important in mobile 

development, load times need to be short, and download size needs to be 

small in order to keep users from removing the application. Also the amount of 

code that needs to be written to perform what I believed was a relatively 

simple task was vastly underestimated. 

It’s been the most difficult and intricate project that I’ve worked with to date, 

whether illustrating or developing a 2D Unity game, but I have a strong belief 

in the potential of this game, motivating me to constantly learn new abilities 

and adjust my critical thinking skills in a short 3 month period. Although 

through the process of countless experiments and testing sometimes 

frustrated me, each time I solved an issue that I thought wasn't possible, I 

could feel my ability to analyse problems was improving throughout the 

process, right up to the end. 

It helped me realise where my strengths and weaknesses are, and the areas 

that I need to improve in my personal development. For example, I realised 

the importance of a foundational knowledge in illustration is to a designer, 

even as a digital designer, I still need  the ability to draw, so I can improve my 

understanding of 3 dimensional spaces, or better understand of composition 

of images, and clear ideas of lighting and shading. Currently I am not fully 

content with my drawing ability.  There is no strong visual enjoyment in terms 

of the graphics in Don’t Touch. In particular, the game objects don’t have a 

strong a presence in the game as I’d like them to, there’s no light or shade 

among them, and the weight of the lines are not well balanced, which lacks of 

sense of space. Colour used are not creative, too ordinary, with a lack of soul. 

Regarding to soundtrack, I’m looking forward to cooperate with professionals 

in the future to build custom sounds for a game that are at a high quality. 

In terms of programming, I have begun to understand how a game is 

structured in C Sharp, however it’s clear after learning about coding standards 

that I have a lot of improvements to make, no code needs to be repeated in an 

economically scripted program, but at the moment I repeat a large amount of 

code in each level. The Unity community has been invaluable throughout this 

project, giving help and advice throughout. It’s also extremely difficult for me to 
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code something without having seen 

something similar first that I can then 

adapt to my needs, meaning that my 

work is an iteration on already 

exiting code, instead of me thinking 

through the functions and building 

them from the ground up.  

Through the duration of this project, 

and the course as a whole, I have 

become more confident with myself, 

and my abilities to produce work. I 

am also aware of the self-study that 

is needed for me to become 

proficient in the field of Digital 

Design and Media. 
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